On September 26, 2022, it will be 10 years since Goran Savic YT2A left us. Goran was real, a sincere lover of the Flora and
Fauna program, a pioneer of these activities in Serbia and our first big activator. The YUFF team chose the date of his tragic
death for the Day of Serbian Flora and Fauna, thereby expressing respect for everything he has done for our movement and the
YUFF program.
We invite you on Sunday 18.09.2022. from 00:00 to 23:59 UTC to take part in
EIGHTH OPEN DAY OF SERBIAN FLORA AND FAUNA COMMEMORATION DAY
GORAN SAVIĆA YT2A

Goal: Remembrance of Goran Savić, pioneer of YUFF activities, encouraging more activities from YUFF and worldwide protected
zones, as well as hunters for YUFF references, and the promotion of world and Serbian flora and fauna program.
RULES FOR ACTIVATORS

One station is allowed to operate from one protected zone, unless a group of amateurs is going organized into that protected
zone and announce work with multiple call signs. In that case, the condition is to make the minimum number of 100 QSOs per
call sign, as well as minimum stay of two hours in one protected zone. "Effective time" - The time longer than 60 min between 2
QSOs will not be counted. If the station works with more then one computer, one .adi log is delivered to the YUFF team.
It is allowed to activate a maximum of two references in one day, with the fact that it can only be reserved one, while it is
possible to work from the other reference only if it is free for activation.
Activators of Serbian protected areas must announce their activity to the coordinator no later than 17.09.2022. at 6:00 p.m., so
as not to overlap the activities. Coordinator for 2022 is Miki Jakovljević YT3X. In the case that work from the protected area is
not announced in within the prescribed period, the QSO’s will be recognized to the hunters, and the activator will not fulfill the
requirement for the memorial diploma. Announcements of activities are sent to e-mail: memorial@yuff.co.rs or phone: 065 599
599 9 (call, sms, viber).
The coordinator will publish the schedule of announced activities on the YUFF Facebook group, the YUFF website and via the list
YU1SRS diskusije / YU0V, and the final schedule no later than 17.09.2022. until 23:00. Each activator will be notified personally,
as soon as possible, about the acceptance of the announcement, or about the need to activate another reference, if the desired
one is reserved.
To each activator is recognized activation for the 2022 YUFF diploma. The list of YUFF references is available on the official
website, at the link: http://yuff.co.rs/yufflista/
The YUFF team will award diplomas in PDF format for:
- Activatosrs:
Each station that activates YUFF references and sends a log within the prescribed period will receive a "YT2A Memorial" diploma.
Activators of foreign protected areas must make at least one QSO with YUFF protected zone activators.
- Hunters:
A "YT2A Memorial" diploma will be awarded to anyone who makes at least 5 QSO’s with stations from different protected zones
around the world, with at least 3 being from Serbia. Logs are sent exclusively in ADI (ADIF) format - also valid for activators and
hunters, via robots: http://www.radiosport.yu1srs.org.rs/HF/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=58:yt2apocetak&catid=2&lang=en&Itemid=169

only in case of possible problems, you can send the logs to memorial@yuff.co.rs
The deadline for sending the logs is September 25, 2022. until 23:59 UTC.
Activators from Serbia, who do not submit the log within the prescribed period, will not receive the diploma, and to them will be
applied art. 4. - 6. of the YUFF rules. The YUFF team undertakes to check the logs, and diplomas in PDF format will be available
for download until October 18, 2022.
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